Steinbeisser Motorsport e.V.

Formula Steinbeisser 2018
NUR DIE HARTEN KOMMEN IN DEN GARTEN

Regulations Formula Steinbeisser
§1

Formula Steinbeisser is a competition for off road vehicles in difficult terrain.

§2

Starting order will be randomly drawn.

§3

Ranking:

Every gate cleared will be counted with its points. A gate is cleared when at least one
front tire and one rear tire went through the gate.
There is a maximum of three tries per gate.
At the first try the gate has to be driven in given direction, afterwards it is allowed to
pass this gate in any direction – the penalties will apply if a gate marker is moved
during this action.
If a gate can´t be cleared, the stage is finished.
Maximum time per stage is 5 minutes.
Winching is prohibited.
The team with the highest point count is considered winner.

§4

Points:

The number of points is marked at the gate.
If a gate marker is moved, only half the points will be awarded. The gate will be reset
for the next driver. If both markers are moved, the gate will not be counted but the
stage can be continued.

§5

Penalties:

maximum time exceeded:
winching or 3rd party help:
damaging the bunting or bending a pole more than 45 degrees:
not wearing a helmet or seatbelt:
hanging from the vehicle/car surfing:

§6

A stage is a marked section of terrain, marked with a starting gate, a finishing gate as well as
bunting to the sides.

§7

Every kind of support will be considered 3rd party help.

§8

Every participant is required to aid in case of emergency, no matter of inside or outside the
competition.

§9

Outside the marked track you are expected to drive walking pace. Not obeying to this rule will
result in disqualification.

§10

Hanging from the vehicle is not allowed due to safety reasons. Use a tow rope or spotter rope.

§11

Participants acting recklessly or willingly risk harm to other people will be removed from
competition.
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§12

The organizers have to be informed about damage to people or nature immediately.

§13

The orders of the organizers and their people must be followed during the entire event. Not
obeying to this rule can be penalized with time penalties, disqualification or removal from the
competition. If a competitor resigns, he is required to inform the organizers and return his vehicle
card immediately.

§14

All vehicles participating must have their required equipment and sponsor sticker decals checked.
Sponsor sticker decals are to be placed according to the instructions handed over.
required equipment for all categories:
●
helmet
●
fire extinguisher
●
recovery strap, shackle and recovery point on vehicle
●
roll cage on open top vehicles
●
divider if radiator, battery, fuel tank or similar components are inside the passenger
compartment
Vehicles with incomplete required equipment or sponsor sticker decals will be removed of the
competition. Other sponsor stickers/advertising/starting numbers must be removed or replaced.
For an additional fee sponsor decals are not required.
Starting numbers and the markings for the different categories are always required.

§15

Advertising banners, flags etc. as well as distributing flyers is only allowed after talking to the
organizers.

§16

For complaints, reclamations and all other aspects please contact Claus Krüger and Ralph Krüger.
Questions about regulations and ranking will not be answered by any other organizers or track
officials.
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